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Business Outcomes

Learn more about CareAR: https://CareAR.com

50%
reduction in 
dispatches

63%
reduction in 
service time

82%
first-time fix rate

50%
improvement in 

mean-time to repair

85%
increase in remote 

resolutions
equipment 
downtime

CareAR for Oil and Gas

CareAR is an AR visual support platform that allows oil and gas producers to 

optimize their equipment repair, maintenance, and inspection experience with live 

visual assistance and immersive guidance. With CareAR, on-site technicians are 

guided by visual prompts on their mobile devices to step through an inspection or 

repair procedure, or engage with  remote, real-time guidance from off-site experts.

It’s all about content with context. CareAR empowers on-site workers with remote 

expertise using mobile devices and drones. When safety is paramount, workers can 

go hands-free with smart glasses.

With visual AR assistance and support, technicians can survey maintenance, 

perform inspection, repair in real time, and capture critical details on live video. 

They can save these images or recordings into a pre-existing workflow or the 

CareAR secure cloud. This gives on-site teams more clarity, greater confidence, and 

fewer delays for an enhanced service experience.

The CareAR Platform Enables:

       Live visual assistance and   

       guidance for remotely seeing  

       and solving issues, anywhere

• Complex and sometimes 

dangerous work from oil rigs to 

gas lines and more

• Remote locations frequently 

delay technician site visits with 

high travel costs

• Extremely high downtime costs 

resulting from unplanned outages

• Efficiently supporting planned 

inspections, shutdowns and 

turnarounds with onsite 

technicians

CareAR allows technicians to solve problems better, faster, and cheaper. CareAR is driving the service experience transformation by 

bridging skills gaps, accelerating knowledge transfers, providing greater operational efficiencies, and enhancing customer outcomes and 

safety. CareAR has been recognized as a leader and top innovator in enterprise augmented reality in 2022 by ABI Research.

CareAR delivers immersive augmented reality (AR) Service 
Experience Management (SXM) platform applications that sustainably 
drive game-changing operational efficiencies, improved customer 
outcomes, and unmatched experiences for service teams.

Driving Service Experience 
Transformation in Oil and Gas

       Step-by-step   

       operational instruction  

       and work verification

       Customer self-help that  

       reduces agent time, and  

       eliminates service calls

       Learning management:

       Knowledge capture, and   

       curation of knowledge data

Service Challenges
in Oil and Gas

https://CareAR.com

